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From the time of its inception in web application arena to develop mind blogging and successful
websites Joomla, an open source CMS  a widely use platform for creating interacting web pages
currently holds around seven thousand third party Joomla Extensions. A hot favorite among web
developers Joomla is known for its features as hassle free installation and easy management, is
ruling online world. With series of factors in its favor, Joomla with its arcade of Extensions in the
form of module, components, and Plug-in, is trusted by series of web developers across the sphere.

Being flexible, multi Lingual Support and Search Engine friendly,  are the biggest asset for Joomla
while the websites delivered by it are able to reach the populous of diverse socio geographical
background across the globe.  With awesome Joomla Extensions one of them component permits
Joomla developers be divided into four different categories - authors, editors, publishers, and
managers. Each category has certain powers over the articles. This is a great feature for any news
type of website, which has multiple writers contributing in the formation of an awesome website.

Catering and fulfilling the need of populous with their diverse requirements, websites developed by
Joomla with help of its various extensions as Feedback Joomla Extension, Virtue Mart Import
Extension, and Gallery Joomla Extension give fabulous results.  Successfully integrating these
extensions while developing an online store or an Ecommerce platform; deliver positive results to
the online store owner.

Want to establish an astounding website with an array of mind blogging display images, making
websites more appealing, and attractive? Opt for Gallery Joomla Extension with stack of images/
pictures /photos to make an adorable appearance of the website. With easy template Integration,
displaying products in one category and successfully managing these images through Gallery
Joomla Extension, gives a visually appealing effect. This makes task easy for the online customer to
search products for his or her choice and requirement as well as well as the owner of the online
platform. Because visually appealing websites attract the visitors which become virtual customers
resulting in generation of revenue.

Virtue Mart Import Extension E Commerce open source solution for internet business based on the
Joomla Content Management System provides you with a wide range of options and possibilities
that can significantly improve your business. Functions that you will get with Virtue Mart include:
intuitive interface, dynamic calculator of taxes and discount rates, shipping and inventory
management, orders and products management system. Supporting a number of payment
gateways: PayPal, System Pay, Payson, Klarna, 2Checkout, eWay, World pay, Playmate and
NoChex, Virtue Mart Import Extension is of great help for online store.

Feedback Joomla Extension is the extension of great use for the online store owners. While
integrating while developing online E Commerce platform, online store owners get aware of the
requirements of their clients as a result they are able to customize their businesses accordingly
benefitting all.
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
A successful Joomla developer author of this article has a knack for delivering online shopping
platforms with integration of a titleJoomla Extensions Joomla Extensions as Feedback Joomla
Extension, Virtue Mart Import Extension, and a titleGallery Joomla Extension Gallery Joomla
Extension.
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